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Clara Hali is one of Australia’s preeminent

sculptors working principally in bronze. Her

sculpture predominantly explores themes

concerning the strengths and weakness of the

human form. Her more abstract work explores

the figure as a metaphor for landscape; the

hips are strong sensuous clusters of boulders

and cubist torsos are reminiscent of

spectacular rock escarpments.

Tectonic Hips II, bronze, edition 2 of 6, 30 x 28 x 30 cm, $15,000



Sliding Hips, bronze, unique, 30 x 36 x 25 cm, $15,000



Fault, bronze, edition 1 of 5, 25 x 45 x 43 cm, $18,500



Soren’s Song III, bronze, edition 1 of 7, 16 x 10 x 11 cm, $4,500



Hip Hanger I, bronze, edition 2 of 3, 11 x 14 x 12 cm, $4,000



Walking Hips II, bronze, edition 4 of 7, 21 x 27 x 23 cm, $8,500



Talus Torso, bronze, bronze, unique, 69 x 40 x 36 cm, $60,000



Torso Tango, bronze edition 2 of 4, 48 x 30 x 23 cm, $18,500



To express our complex world Hali has found the human form the vehicle that holds the flexibility, variety, and ability to hold and carry

multivalent ideas while still allowing the individual voice of the artist to be exposed in whatever language that artist elects to present.

Hali’s body sculptures exemplify her most familiar work. The massed geometric forms certainly read anthropomorphically, even if

simultaneously alluding to abstract interpretations of the human form. Titles such as Standing Belly, Tectonic Hips and Portrait of a Hip

avowedly assert this. However much as there sits in these works quiet acknowledgement of august predecessors (Archipenko, Lipchitz,

Zadkine, come to mind), there is clear and even assertive celebration of the environment in which these bodies exist. For Hali the

individual is shaped, in its broadest sense, by the environment in which that person lives. For her the Australian landscape both informs

and shapes her artistic expression and her philosophical excursions into the human condition.

Just as the environment exists in an often precarious balance so too do her sculptures. Balance is formally and literally questioned. The

masses that constitute each work often sit in precarious relationship to one another. The exquisite relationships between shape, balance

and proportion, so carefully expressed by the artist, yet filled with the possibility of collapse, are formal equivalents of not only the natural

world but also of the human condition. For her the landscape shapes us and provides solace and space for contemplation. That the

landscape is susceptible to the exigencies of nature as we are, is expressed in Hali’s androgynous, yet purposefully not fully articulated,

female forms. The human topographies that figure so prominently in Hali’s oeuvre give aesthetic form to the ideas alluded to above.

Peter Haynes, Consultant Curator, Art Historian, June 2022



Hippy Landslide, bronze, unique, 15 x 15 x 12 cm



Leaning Hips, bronze, edition 1 of 5, 26 x 31 x 27 cm, $15,000



Embryo, bronze, edition 1 of 5, 27 x 33 x 33 cm, $16,500



Portrait of  a Hip, bronze, edition 1 of 5,  30 x 30 x 25 cm, $15,000



Single Hip, bronze, edition 1 of 6, 12 x 10 x 8 cm, $3,500



Venus Rising, bronze, 22 x 13 x 10 cm 
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